
 Тренировочный вариант 
ОГЭ по английскому языку 

по теме 
“Досуг и увлечения”



 Раздел 1. Аудирование



Задание 1-4
По каждому заданию вы услышите 4 коротких текста: 1. ссылка 2. ссылка 3. ссылка 4. ссылка 
В заданиях 1-4 запишите в поле ответа цифру 1, 2 или 3, соответствующую выбранному Вами варианту ответа. 
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1.You will have to pay if you want to ...
1) rent a bike in the park.   2) enjoy the old photo exhibition.   3) see the tropical butterflies. 

2. The boy feels happy because …
1) he did not have to take an exam at the language school.   2) he and his friend will be learning together.    
 3) he was placed into the most advanced group.

3. What present are Jack and Flo going to buy for their grandfather?
1) A fishing rod.    2) Rubber boots.     3) A warm coat.

4. Where did Ron spend Sunday?
1) At the zoo.   2) At a motor track.      3) In a hotel room.

Диалог A B C D

Ответ

https://englishiseasy.ru/static/main_page/audio/fipi/152.mp3
https://englishiseasy.ru/static/main_page/audio/fipi/152.mp3
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Задание 5

1. It’s time-consuming
2. It’s educational
3. It’s useless
4. It’s interesting
5. It’s expensive
6. It’s boring

Вы готовите тематическую радиопередачу о чтение с высказываниями пяти разных людей, обозначенных буквами А, В, С, D, Е. 
Подберите к каждому высказыванию соответствующую его содержанию рубрику из списка 1–6. Используйте каждую рубрику из 
списка только один раз. В списке есть одна лишняя рубрика. Вы услышите запись  дважды.

Запишите в таблицу выбранные цифры под соответствующими 

Говорящий A B C D E

Рубрика
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Задания 6-11
Вы помогаете своему другу, юному радиожурналисту, проанализировать подготовленное им для передачи интервью. Прослушайте 
аудиозаписи интервью и занесите данные в таблицу. Вы можете вписать не более одного слова (без артиклей) из прозвучавшего 
текста. Числа необходимо записывать буквами.
6. ссылка 7. ссылка  8. ссылка 9. ссылка 10. ссылка 11. ссылка 

6  City of birth

7 Age of the respondent ______ years old

8  Favourite music style

9  Current job

10 Regular sports activity

11 Favourite food
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 Раздел 2. Чтение



Задание 12 
Вы проводите информационный поиск в ходе выполнения проектной работы. Определите в 

каком из текстов A-F содержатся ответы на интересующие Вас вопросы 1-7. Один из вопросов 
останется без ответа. 

1. Why do street artists create their works?
2. Why are serious companies getting interested in street art?
3. Where are the international street art exhibitions held?
4. What does the term street art include?
5. Which of the famous street artists managed to keep his/her real name a secret?
6. What is the most innovative technique in street art?
7. Why don’t street artists sign their works with their real names?

Занесите Ваши ответы в таблицу. 
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Текст A B C D E F

Вопрос



Задание 12 
A. Street art can be described as art that is developed in public spaces and, above all, in the street. Typically, street art is 
used to separate public-space artwork from illegal graffiti and vandalism. It can mean a lot of different things including graffiti, 
poster art, wall paintings and just about any artwork that is displayed in public places.
B. The start of street art is closely connected to graffiti, which appeared in New York in the 1970s. For the following ten 
years, street art grew more and more popular and was soon joined by new forms including street installations, street 
sculptures and 3D pavement illusions. Kurt Wenner was the person who developed 3D pavement illusion as an absolutely 
new form of street art and inspired a future generation of street artists.
C. Street artists are often associated with opposition. Their artwork is considered a crime and vandalism and the artists may 
be arrested for damaging property, so the artists prefer to use nicknames and create their drawings mostly at night. They are 
not looking for fame, especially in countries where graffiti is still illegal.
D. Banksy is probably the most well-known English street artist who has already become a legendary figure. His works are 
exhibited in galleries across the world. An American magazine even named him among the top most influential people in the 
world. However, it’s still true that no one knows who the person really is. He is the only one whose photo has never been 
made or published.
E. The motivations and ideas that inspire street artists are as different as the artists themselves. Some street artists, by 
creating certain works, want to draw attention to social and political problems. For other artists, street art is just a form of 
self-expression. And there are those who enjoy the danger and risks which are connected with working illegally in some city 
areas.
F. Traditional graffiti has recently been used as a successful method for advertising. Lots of companies agree that traditional 
advertising on city streets is too boring and common, so many people simply ignore it. However, graffiti adverts catch your 
attention, creating a memorable image. Big companies find this quite useful and try to include more elements of graffiti in 
their advertising campaigns.
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Задание 13-19
Прочитайте текст. Определите, какие из приведённых утверждений 13–19 соответствуют содержанию текста (1 – True), какие не 
соответствуют (2 – False) и о чём в тексте не сказано, то есть на основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни 
отрицательного ответа (3 – Not stated). В поле ответа запишите одну цифру, которая соответствует номеру выбранного Вами ответа.

Shakira
Shakira Ripoll was born on February 2, 1977, in Colombia. She was 
the only daughter of a well-respected jeweller and his wife. In 
naming the newborn daughter, her mother chose from several 
names, containing the letter “K”. She thought about Karime and 
Katiuska but finally chose Shakira. It’s an Arabic name which comes 
from the word “Shukram” meaning “Grace”. So Shakira’s full name is 
translated as “a woman of Grace”.
When Shakira was a child, her mother discovered that the girl had a 
gift for learning. Shakira knew the alphabet by the age of eighteen 
months and at three she knew how to read. By the time she was 
four, she was ready for school. School was not just a place where 
little Shakira learnt her arithmetic and geography. There she began 
to understand such great things as kindness, love, trust, and other 
human ideals. She realized what real friendship was and how much 
her family meant to her. Later it helped her to decide what to do with 
the big money she earned.
Shakira loved attention and wished to find a way to get it. She sang 
a lot for her schoolmates and teachers. However, the music teacher 
told her that she sounded “like a goat”. 

Shakira wasn’t too upset about it and soon found a more original 
way to become the centre of attention. It was dancing. It helped 
her to express herself and become famous in school. What is 
interesting is that no one had ever taught her to dance.
In school Shakira was disciplined, but absent-minded. She was 
usually writing lyrics for her songs on the back of her notebooks. 
However, Shakira was a good student because she was a quick 
learner and could understand her teachers’ explanations faster 
than others.
As soon as the bell rang after class, Shakira was the first one to 
run and get in line for the cafeteria. She usually bought a pepsi, a 
hamburger and something sweet, like a muffin or a piece of cake. 
She seldom took a packed lunch from home. Though Shakira was 
a lover of fast food, she had no weight problems, as she loved 
dancing.
When she was eight, Shakira's father lost all his money because 
his business went bankrupt. For a while Shakira had to stay with 
her relatives in Los Angeles. When the girl returned, she was 
shocked to see almost everything that her family had had been 
sold. She later said: "In my childish head, this was the end of the 
world." Created by Maria Tsedrik for Skyteach, 2021©
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Задание 13-19
Прочитайте текст. Определите, какие из приведённых утверждений 13–19 соответствуют содержанию текста (1 – True), какие не 
соответствуют (2 – False) и о чём в тексте не сказано, то есть на основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни 
отрицательного ответа (3 – Not stated). В поле ответа запишите одну цифру, которая соответствует номеру выбранного Вами ответа.

To show her that things could be worse, her father took her to a local 
park to see the homeless children. What she saw shocked her deeply 
and she said to herself: "One day I’m going to help these poor kids 
when I become a famous singer or dancer".
Between the ages of ten and thirteen Shakira was invited to various 
dance events and became very popular in the area. It was at this time 
that Shakira met a local theatre producer, who was impressed with her 
performance and as a result tried to help her career. This woman 
organized a meeting with the managers of the Sony company. After 
Shakira sang, they decided to sign a contract for three albums with the 
talented girl.

13. Shakira’s name was chosen by her father.
1) True       2) False        3) Not stated

14. Shakira went to one of the most well-known schools in Columbia.
1) True       2) False        3) Not stated

15. At school Shakira was more successful in dancing than in 
singing.

1) True       2) False        3) Not stated
16. Shakira published her first lyrics in a youth magazine.

1) True       2) False        3) Not stated
17. At school Shakira was careful to eat only healthy food.

1) True       2) False        3) Not stated
18. Shakira was upset when she learnt about the family’s financial 
problems.

1) True       2) False        3) Not stated
19. When Shakira became a famous singer, she set up a charity 
fund to help homeless children.

1) True       2) False        3) Not stated
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 Раздел 3. Грамматика и лексика



Задания 20-28
Прочитайте приведённый ниже текст. Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами в конце строк, обозначенных номерами 20-28 
так, чтобы они грамматически соответствовали содержанию текста. Заполните пропуски полученными словами. Каждый пропуск 
соответствует отдельному заданию 20-28.

A strange hobby

Jenny loved climbing. It was a strange hobby for a girl and her family wanted her to stop it, but Jenny __________________ to 
anybody.

NOT LISTEN

"There are still several trees in the garden I haven’t climbed yet," Jenny said.
One day, she__________________ the apple tree in the yard, when she suddenly slipped and fell down.

CLIMB

Jenny __________________ a terrible pain and started to cry. Her mum came outside and saw that her hand was swollen and 
looked dark.

FEEL

"I wish you __________________ some other hobby!" she said. HAVE

"Jenny, please, promise __________________ that you'll never do this silly climbing again!"
Jenny nodded.

I



Задания 20-28
Прочитайте приведённый ниже текст. Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами в конце строк, обозначенных номерами 20-28 
так, чтобы они грамматически соответствовали содержанию текста. Заполните пропуски полученными словами. Каждый пропуск 
соответствует отдельному заданию 20-28.

Her mother took Jenny to the doctor. It turned out that two of the bones __________________. BREAK

For the__________________ time Jenny had a cast on her arm, from her fingers down to her elbow. ONE

For several weeks, Jenny had to have the cast on. It was a huge relief to get it off, finally. At last she could get back to her 
favourite __________________ which were running, swimming, and climbing.

ACTIVITY

But now climbing was out – Jenny was determined to stick to her promise. “If I break my promise, mum __________________ 
upset. And I don’t want her to feel like this.”

GET



Задания 29-34
Прочитайте приведённый ниже текст. Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами в конце строк, обозначенных номерами 
29-34, так, чтобы они грамматически и лексически соответствовали содержанию текста. Заполните пропуски полученными словами. 
Каждый пропуск соответствует отдельному заданию 29-34.

Reading

Reading is one of the most popular pastimes and books are one of the main sources of knowledge.  Everyone knows this 
but, __________________, there are many young people who don’t like to read.

FORTUNATELY

They say it is not cool but I firmly __________________ with them. AGREE

Books have the ability to take you to another world, to wake up your __________________ and transport you to places 
you’ve never been to.

IMAGINE

Books can be __________________ in size and content. DIFFER

Their stories can be __________________, scary, romantic or funny but above all, books are just interesting. EXCITE

I'm absolutely sure that books by a good __________________ will always be popular. WRITE



 Раздел 4. Письмо



Задание 35
Для ответа на задание 35 используйте бланк ответов №  2. При выполнении задания 35 особое внимание обратите на то, что Ваши ответы будут 
оцениваться только по записям, сделанным на бланке ответов № 2. Никакие записи черновика не будут учитываться экспертом. Обратите 
внимание также на необходимость соблюдения указанного объёма электронного письма. Письмо недостаточного объёма, а также часть текста 
электронного письма, превышающая требуемый объём, не оцениваются. 
Укажите номер задания 35 в БЛАНКЕ ОТВЕТОВ № 2 и напишите текст своего ответного электронного письма зарубежному другу по переписке.

You have received an email message from your English-speaking pen-friend Mary:

Write him a message to Mary and answer her 3 questions. Write 100 –120 words. Remember the rules of 
letter writing.
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From: Edna@mail.uk

To: Russian_friend@oge.ru

Subject: Hobbies

…When I’m not at school or busy with homework, I spend most of my time playing chess. This is my hobby!

…What kinds of hobbies do you have? How much time do you spend on them? What skills do they develop?…



 Раздел 5. Устная часть



Задание 1

Task 1. You are going to read the text aloud. You have 01.5 minutes to read the text silently, and then be 
ready to read it aloud. Remember that you will not have more than 2 minutes for reading aloud.

Netball is played by over 20 million people in more than 70 countries of the 
world. It was invented in 1892 as women’s basketball. However, netball is 
different from basketball in many ways. For example, the ball and the basket 
are smaller and the court is bigger. The players cannot run with the ball. 
They are not allowed to touch the players who they are playing with. Netball 
has seven players in each team (not five as in basketball). During the 20th 
century, the game became very popular in English-speaking countries. 
Traditionally, only girls and women have played netball. Nowadays, netball is 
the number one women’s sport in the world but boys and men are starting to 
play it too.
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Задание 2

Task 2. You are going to take part in a telephone survey. You have to answer six questions about free 
time activities. Give full answers to the questions.
 
Remember that you have 40 seconds to answer each question.
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Задание 3

Task 3. You are going to give a talk about your free time. You will have to start in 1.5 

minutes and speak for not more than 2 minutes (10-12 sentences).

Remember to say:

● whether you have a lot of free time, and why, or why not;

● what you enjoy doing in your free time;

● what your Sunday afternoons are like;

● what your attitude to planning your free time is.

You have to talk continuously.
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 Ответы



Аудирование Чтение

Задание 1-4
A3 B2 C2 D1

Задание 12
A4  B6 C7  D5  E1  F2

Задание 5
 A2  B6  C1  D4  E3

Задание 13-19
13)2
14) 3
15) 1 
16) 3 
17) 2
18) 1
19) 3 

Задания 6-11
6 - ROME
7 - THIRTY
8 - JAZZ
9 - MANAGER
10 - SWIMMING
11 - RICE
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Задания 20-28 Задания 29-34

20. DIDNOTLISTEN 29. UNFORTUNATELY

21. WASCLIMBING 30. DISAGREE

22. FELT 31. IMAGINATION

23. HAD 32. DIFFERENT

24. ME 33. EXCITING

25. WEREBROKEN 34. WRITER

26. FIRST

27. ACTIVITIES

28.WILLGET



Дополнительные задания



Задание 35
Для ответа на задание 35 используйте бланк ответов №  2. При выполнении задания 35 особое внимание обратите на то, что Ваши ответы будут 
оцениваться только по записям, сделанным на бланке ответов № 2. Никакие записи черновика не будут учитываться экспертом. Обратите 
внимание также на необходимость соблюдения указанного объёма электронного письма. Письмо недостаточного объёма, а также часть текста 
электронного письма, превышающая требуемый объём, не оцениваются. 
Укажите номер задания 35 в БЛАНКЕ ОТВЕТОВ № 2 и напишите текст своего ответного электронного письма зарубежному другу по переписке.

You have received an email message from your English-speaking pen-friend Jane:

Write him a message to Jane and answer her 3 questions. Write 100 –120 words. Remember the rules of 
letter writing.
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From: Edna@mail.uk

To: Russian_friend@oge.ru

Subject: Books

… My parents ask me if I’d like to get an electronic book as a birthday present. I don’t know what to answer as I’ve never used it actually.

… What is the main advantage of an e-book, in your opinion? What kinds of books do you like reading? How do you choose a book to 

read? …



Задание 35
Для ответа на задание 35 используйте бланк ответов №  2. При выполнении задания 35 особое внимание обратите на то, что Ваши ответы будут 
оцениваться только по записям, сделанным на бланке ответов № 2. Никакие записи черновика не будут учитываться экспертом. Обратите 
внимание также на необходимость соблюдения указанного объёма электронного письма. Письмо недостаточного объёма, а также часть текста 
электронного письма, превышающая требуемый объём, не оцениваются. 
Укажите номер задания 35 в БЛАНКЕ ОТВЕТОВ № 2 и напишите текст своего ответного электронного письма зарубежному другу по переписке.

You have received an email message from your English-speaking pen-friend Edna:

Write him a message to Edna and answer her 3 questions. Write 100 –120 words. Remember the rules of 
letter writing.
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From: Edna@mail.uk

To: Russian_friend@oge.ru

Subject: Watching films

…Yesterday I went to the cinema with my friends. We saw a screen version of the book we are going to discuss in our literature 

lesson next week.

… Do you prefer to read a book or watch its film adaptation first? What kinds of films do you like? Do you often go to the cinema, and 

why yes or no? 



Задание 2

Task 2. You are going to take part in a telephone survey. You have to answer six questions about 
modern film industry. Give full answers to the questions.
 
Remember that you have 40 seconds to answer each question.
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Задание 2

Task 2. You are going to take part in a telephone survey. You have to answer six questions about 
reading. Give full answers to the questions.
 
Remember that you have 40 seconds to answer each question.
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Задание 2

Task 2. You are going to take part in a telephone survey. You have to answer six questions about 
reading habits. Give full answers to the questions.
 
Remember that you have 40 seconds to answer each question.
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Задание 3

Task 3. You are going to give a talk about photography. You will have to start in 1.5 minutes 
and speak for not more than 2 minutes (10-12 sentences).

Remember to say:

● why people like taking pictures;
● why taking photos is more popular today than it was in the past;
● what the best photo you have ever taken is;
● what your attitude to taking photos is.

You have to talk continuously.
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Задание 3

Task 3. You are going to give a talk about films. You will have to start in 1.5 minutes and 

speak for not more than 2 minutes (10-12 sentences).

Remember to say:

● what kinds of films modern teenagers enjoy;

● where you prefer watching films: on TV, on the Internet or in the cinema, and why;

● what film you have seen recently, what  it was about;

●  what your attitude to watching films as a way to spend your free time is.

You have to talk continuously.
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Задание 3

Task 3. You are going to give a talk about books. You will have to start in 1.5 minutes and 

speak for not more than 2 minutes (10-12 sentences).

Remember to say:

● what kind of books modern teenagers enjoy reading;

● whether libraries are necessary nowadays or not, and why;

● what book you have read recently, and what it was about;

● what your attitude to books is.

You have to talk continuously.
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Задание 3

Task 3. You are going to give a talk about books. You will have to start in 1.5 minutes and 

speak for not more than 2 minutes (10-12 sentences).

Remember to say:

● whether reading is still popular with teenagers, and why, or why not;

● what kind of books you like reading;

● why many people prefer e-books to paper books;

● what your attitude to books is.

You have to talk continuously.
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